
1. Bobby started working on training Rover after he

A. saw it playing with a bubble.
B. noticed it following Wandee.
C. watched a program about fish on TV.
D. read a book about fish in science.

2. Bobby's mother made Annie _____ at breakfast.

A. quit crossing her eyes
B. take off her football helmet
C. stop kicking the table
D. take her elbows off the table

3. On the first day of school, Bobby's teacher asked everyone to

A. draw a picture of something with their eyes closed.
B. tell the class something interesting about themselves.
C. write a paper about how they spent their summers.
D. stand next to their desk and wiggle their entire bodies.

4. Bobby _____ during his campaign for student council representative.

A. handed out rocks
B. passed out stickers
C. gave away gumballs
D. made rock paperweights

5. Bobby's mother wouldn't let Bobby have a dog because

A. she didn't think he was ready for one.
B. he had asthma and was allergic to fur.
C. she hated pet hair on the furniture.
D. he already had a cat and a rabbit.

6. Bobby was embarrassed during the school assembly when his father

A. delivered Bobby's lunch to him.
B. pretended to tackle Principal Lee.
C. asked Bobby to join him up on the stage.
D. introduced himself as the new PTA Lady.
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7. When they saw Bobby's father, people would

A. stick out one arm and growl.
B. whistle and stomp their feet.
C. flap their arms like a chicken.
D. stand straight and salute him.

8. Bobby was upset because instead of going rock hunting with him the day before school started, Holly

A. went to the zoo with Jillian.
B. said she was going bowling with her sister.
C. went shopping with Jillian.
D. decided to go to the beach with her cousin.

9. Chess started bleeding on the field trip because he

A. received a paper cut from a brochure.
B. cut his knee trying to climb a fence.
C. got hit in the nose by a door.
D. accidentally touched a cacti.

10. Rover died because

A. Casey fed it too much.
B. the heater on the aquarium malfunctioned.
C. it jumped out of the water.
D. Casey poured bubble bath into the tank.

11. Jillian and her friends held their noses whenever they saw Bobby because

A. Casey told how he stepped in a mess under the Koloff tree.
B. he liked to bring raw onions to eat for his snack.
C. he smelled after being stuck to the Koloff tree.
D. his father sent sardine sandwiches in his lunch.

12. The day of the class election, Holly

A. brought in homemade cookies for the class.
B. wore a red, white, and blue Miss America tiara.
C. made root beer floats for everyone.
D. showed up wearing her Girl Scout uniform.

13. How did Bobby get Rover?

A. Holly won it for him.
B. He found it at the lake.
C. Casey bought it for him.
D. It was a birthday gift.
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14. Before the PTA bake sale, Bobby's mother

A. threw away all of the cupcakes that her husband had made for the sale.
B. reminded Bobby to avoid eating anything that contained peanuts.
C. stayed up all night baking pies for Bobby to bring to school.
D. gave Bobby money to buy his father's cookies if they weren't selling.

15. When Holly's mother said Holly couldn't keep the fish she bought, Bobby

A. suggested she return the fish to the pet shop.
B. offered to take care of the fish at his house.
C. told her he wanted to buy the fish from her.
D. said she could buy his aquarium from him.

16. After Mrs. Carlson read Bobby's poem about losing Rover to the class, Jillian

A. sat with Bobby at lunch.
B. gave Bobby a picture she had taken.
C. made a card for Bobby.
D. told Bobby that it was really good.

17. Casey put pink curlers in Bobby's hair while Bobby

A. was trying to study for a science test.
B. fell asleep on the couch.
C. played on the computer.
D. was doing a nebulizer treatment.

18. Everyone laughed at Bobby after his election speech because he

A. pulled a rubber chicken out of his pocket.
B. walked like an ape all the way to his desk.
C. had a pair of underpants stuck to his back.
D. pretended to fall as he was sitting down.

19. What happened when Bobby and Chess were hopping home from school?

A. Chess jumped on Jillian's backpack and smashed it.
B. Bobby accidentally scratched Holly's face with his jacket.
C. Bobby lost his balance and ripped a big hole in his pants.
D. Chess got a headache from hopping and had to lie down.

20. Bobby _____ on the day of the student council election.

A. voted for Holly
B. went to the nurse's office
C. refused to vote
D. interrupted Holly's speech
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21. The first day Bobby walked to school by himself, Bobby's father

A. drove slowly behind him all the way.
B. called him twice on his cell phone.
C. called the school to make sure he arrived safely.
D. followed him and hid in the bushes.

22. What happened the night Rover died?

A. Annie did all of Bobby's chores.
B. Bobby's family had a funeral in the backyard.
C. Casey gave Bobby her favorite stuffed animal.
D. Bobby's mother made hot chocolate.

23. When Chess hung up the wrong side of Bobby's campaign poster, Mrs. Carlson

A. sent Bobby to the principal's office.
B. let Holly decide if Bobby should remain in the election.
C. made Chess write an essay about good sportsmanship.
D. gave Chess detention for a week.

24. To unstick Bobby from the Koloff tree, Lacy

A. used scissors to cut them apart.
B. pried Bobby off with a crowbar.
C. poured shampoo onto Bobby.
D. rubbed oil onto Bobby's skin.

25. The Saturday after Rover died, Bobby

A. put Rover's aquarium in the attic.
B. asked his father if he could get a turtle.
C. received an anonymous note at breakfast.
D. threw Rover's toys into the trash.

26. While he was working on a mural of the solar system, Bobby

A. knocked over Holly's sculpture.
B. stepped on Holly's planet and crushed it.
C. splattered red paint across Holly's dress.
D. spilled glue on Holly's head.

27. Bobby got stuck to the Koloff tree when he

A. backed into it.
B. tried to hug it.
C. tripped and fell into it.
D. attempted to climb it.
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28. St. James became angry at the koi pond because

A. Jillian told her mother that he tried to catch a fish.
B. Bobby said he shouldn't throw rocks at the fish.
C. Chess told him the fish weren't able to jump over rocks.
D. Holly said that he tried to push her into the pond.

29. When the boys were playing Arctic ice robots on the playground, Holly

A. intentionally knocked Bobby down.
B. told everyone Bobby had moved.
C. stepped on Bobby's fingers.
D. told the teacher Bobby pushed her.
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1. Bobby started working on training Rover after he

B. noticed it following Wandee.

2. Bobby's mother made Annie _____ at breakfast.

B. take off her football helmet

3. On the first day of school, Bobby's teacher asked everyone to

B. tell the class something interesting about themselves.

4. Bobby _____ during his campaign for student council representative.

A. handed out rocks

5. Bobby's mother wouldn't let Bobby have a dog because

B. he had asthma and was allergic to fur.

6. Bobby was embarrassed during the school assembly when his father

D. introduced himself as the new PTA Lady.

7. When they saw Bobby's father, people would

A. stick out one arm and growl.

8. Bobby was upset because instead of going rock hunting with him the day before school started, Holly

C. went shopping with Jillian.

9. Chess started bleeding on the field trip because he

D. accidentally touched a cacti.

10. Rover died because

D. Casey poured bubble bath into the tank.

11. Jillian and her friends held their noses whenever they saw Bobby because

C. he smelled after being stuck to the Koloff tree.
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12. The day of the class election, Holly

D. showed up wearing her Girl Scout uniform.

13. How did Bobby get Rover?

A. Holly won it for him.

14. Before the PTA bake sale, Bobby's mother

D. gave Bobby money to buy his father's cookies if they weren't selling.

15. When Holly's mother said Holly couldn't keep the fish she bought, Bobby

B. offered to take care of the fish at his house.

16. After Mrs. Carlson read Bobby's poem about losing Rover to the class, Jillian

D. told Bobby that it was really good.

17. Casey put pink curlers in Bobby's hair while Bobby

D. was doing a nebulizer treatment.

18. Everyone laughed at Bobby after his election speech because he

C. had a pair of underpants stuck to his back.

19. What happened when Bobby and Chess were hopping home from school?

B. Bobby accidentally scratched Holly's face with his jacket.

20. Bobby _____ on the day of the student council election.

A. voted for Holly

21. The first day Bobby walked to school by himself, Bobby's father

D. followed him and hid in the bushes.

22. What happened the night Rover died?

B. Bobby's family had a funeral in the backyard.

23. When Chess hung up the wrong side of Bobby's campaign poster, Mrs. Carlson

B. let Holly decide if Bobby should remain in the election.
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24. To unstick Bobby from the Koloff tree, Lacy

C. poured shampoo onto Bobby.

25. The Saturday after Rover died, Bobby

C. received an anonymous note at breakfast.

26. While he was working on a mural of the solar system, Bobby

C. splattered red paint across Holly's dress.

27. Bobby got stuck to the Koloff tree when he

B. tried to hug it.

28. St. James became angry at the koi pond because

B. Bobby said he shouldn't throw rocks at the fish.

29. When the boys were playing Arctic ice robots on the playground, Holly

A. intentionally knocked Bobby down.
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